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QUESTION: 213 

You are using the object model shown in the diagram. You want to have a new attribute 

available only in custom_document_b, custom_document_c, and custom_document_d. 

To which object(s) would you add the new attribute?
 

A. dm_document 
B. custom_document_b only 
C. custom_document_c and custom_document d only 
D. custom_document_b, custom_document_c and custom_document d 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 214 

Which is the super type of dm_folder?
 

A. dm_store 
B. dm_cabinet 
C. dm_sysobject 
D. dmr_containment 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 215 

When a custom object type is created, where is information about the type stored? 


A. data dictionary 
B. the file system 
C. the master type spreadsheet 
D. the server.ini configuration file 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 216 

Custom object types _____ to meet business requirements. 


A. extend basic types 
B. replace basic types 
C. supersede basic types 
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D. cannot be implemented 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 217 
Which statement is true about the storage of custom object type attributes in the 
repository? 

A. One table will exist to store the values of all the attributes. 
B. If the object type has single-valued attributes, a table will exist to store the values of 
these attributes. 
C. If the object type has repeating-valued attributes, one table will exist for each of the 
repeating- valued attributes. 
D. Two tables will always exist: one to store the values of the single-valued attributes 
and the other for the values of the repeating-valued attributes. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 218 
Which attributes are automatically set by the Content Server when a document is 
created? 

A. r_modify_date, log_entry 
B. log_entry, a_application_type 
C. r_modify_date, i_chronicle_id 
D. i_chronicle_id, a_application_type 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 219 
Your system has a custom object type, called my_report, that extends dm_document. 
my_report has a custom attribute called departments. You are defining another custom 
object type that is called my_financial_report. It will extend my_report.Which statement 
is true? 

A. You need to specify thatmy_financial_report will also have a departments attribute. 
B. You can define an attribute called departments inmy_financial_report object type. 
C. The attribute title, defined indm_sysobject, will exist in objects of type 
my_financial_report. 
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D. The attributereport_name, defined in dm_document, will exist in objects of type 
my_financial_report. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 220 
You want to create a custom object type, called my_report that is going to extend 
dm_document. Which name is valid for the custom attributes? 

A. $_paid 
B. subject 
C. departments 
D. finance code 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 221 
You have an object in your system with object ID 67001b3f80000100. In which 
repository is this object located? 

A. repository with ID 001b3f 
B. repository with ID 01b3f8 
C. repository with ID 67001b 
D. repository with ID 67001b3f 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 222 
The repository that you are using has two custom object types: my_sop, which is a 
subtype of dm_document, and my_user, which is a subtype of dm_user. You have an 
object in this repository with the following object 
ID: 
09001b3f80004d73.This object is of type _____. 

A. my_sop only 
B. dm_user only 
C. dm_document only 
D. my_sop or dm_document 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 223 

An object type is a pre-defined template of unique _____. 


A. properties and files 
B. formats and methods 
C. properties and formats 
D. properties and methods 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 224 

When defining a custom object type, which is a valid attribute data type?
 

A. Date 
B. Float 
C. Double 
D. Number 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 225 
When created, an attribute of a custom object type was defined as read-only. Which 
statement is true about this attribute? 

A. The value of the attribute cannot be modified. 
B. The value of the attribute can be modified using DQL. 
C. The value of the attribute can be modified usingWebtop. 
D. The value of the attribute can be modified if the user has WRITE permission on the 
object. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 226 
Given the object hierarchy depicted in the graphic, what is the only valid change type 
that can occur? 
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A. dept_sop_doc to my_sop_doc  
B. dept_sop_doc to company_doc 
C. my_sop_doc to company_doc  
D. dept_sop_doc to dm_document 

Answer: A 
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